SYLLABUS: MATH 574

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS

Instructor: Michael Filaseta

Office: 301 LeConte

Office Phone Number: 777-6589

E-mail Address: filaseta@math.sc.edu

Web Page for Course: http://www.math.sc.edu/~filaseta/courses/Math574/Math574.html (contains past tests, some homework solutions, and other material)

Office Hours: 10:00-11:00 a.m. on MWF and by appointment

Text: No Textbook

Grading Percentages: Quizzes and Class Participation (10% total)
3 tests (20% each)
final (30%)

Grading Scale: A score of 90% or above will be an A
a score of at least 87 % will be at least a B+
a score of at least 80 % will be at least a B
a score of at least 77 % will be at least a C+
a score of at least 70 % will be at least a C
a score of at least 67 % will be at least a D+
a score of at least 60 % will be at least a D
a score of less than 60 % will be an F